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NEW PLUGIN RELEASE: GD FORUM NOTICES  
PRO FOR BBPRESS 

Highly configurable plugin for adding notices throughout the bbPress powered forums 
 
 
 
Niš, Serbia, May 1, 2020. Dev4Press today announced the release of a new plugin for WordPress and 
bbPress: GD Forum Notices Pro for bbPress. GD Forum Notices Pro is easy to use a plugin for adding and 
managing notices for display anywhere in the forums. Notices use normal WordPress editor, and you have 
the controls for adding rules for targeting the specific forums, topics, forms, and more, controlling who can 
see the notice, and how the notice is displayed. 
 

 
 
The notice styling allows you to choose between notice, fieldset, callout, and custom DIV element. Notice 
and fieldset obey styling from bbPress, but you can add your own class to modify the styling the way you 
need it. The plugin fully support GD Quantum Theme Pro for bbPress and all other bbPress plugins 
developed by Dev4Press. The plugin also allows you to configure date range for showing the notice, and 
that can be useful to announce time-sensitive information or deals. 
 



GD Forum Notices Pro for bbPress is the seventh premium plugin released by Dev4Press for bbPress 
powered forums, with license price starting from $29.00 for single website installation. The plugin is also 
part of the Dev4Press Plugins Club and bbPress Plugins Club membership licenses. 
 
For more information about GD Forum Notices Pro for bbPress, list of features, and related articles, please 
visit plugins.dev4press.com/gd-forum-notices-for-bbpress . 
 

About Dev4Press 
Dev4Press is a part of the Golden Dragon WebStudio development agency from Serbia, started and owned by 
Milan Petrović, and established in 2009. Dev4Press is dedicated to WordPress plugins development, custom 
development, security and performance optimization and support, and it offers a wide range of free and premium 
plugins and addons for websites built on WordPress and bbPress powered forums. 

 

https://plugins.dev4press.com/gd-forum-notices-for-bbpress/

